
SPFT is one of the leading Gas Inspection Companies of Portugal and is 
a simple example of the entrepreneurial spirit of Portugal. 

How a Portuguese PME in spite of the huge economic crisis in the country can still find 
its way out of the crisis and be successful – not just being successful but also become 
a trend setter for the entire Industry and to all. CEO of SPFT, Mr. José Garcia spoke at 
the SHLOK´s conference “Discover the future of Inspection and Audits” held on 28th 
May at HOTEL MYRIAD, Lisbon. Let us read what he has to say about his journey of 
success through the crisis and his experience with Gas-Inspector (a vertical module of 
Pro-Inspector ERP system).

Till about 6 months back our office was 
always full of Files and Papers. My 
administrative staff would do everything 
possible to avoid having any backlog and 
everyday my technical director had to do 
hundreds of physical signatures every day. 
Even with the best team and with the best 
effort of everyone we always had an 
Inspection Reporting and Certificates 
backlog, on an average it would take 6 days 
for us to deliver our Inspection Certificate.

Like we all know the last 3 years in Portugal has been very 
tough. I realized that to win over the crisis I had to grow. To 
grow – means - we needed to scale up which means I needed 
more office space and most administrative staff. And I was not 
liking this model. Doing that I would not end up being 
profitable because due to crisis we all know that the margins 
were all decreasing due to our costs have always increasing. 
Having the future in mind - I realized that for me to scale up my 
operations and still be profitable - I had to continue and speed 
up to technology-enable my company. Our entire business 
process should be automated and should not have redundant 
administrative tasks. 

My objectives in terms of 
automating our Business 
Process were very simple

“But then this was not the first time I was 
attempting this, I had tried to do this earlier 
twice in last 3 years with two different 
solutions but I was not successful.“

In the Past

My office should be Paperless.

Immediately after every Inspection the Report and 
Certificate should be ready instantly without any 
administrative work.

My Inspectors should focus only on doing 
Inspections - On the field they should have access to 
all Inspection Related Information when they need it.

“We are one of the Major 
Gas Inspection companies 
of Portugal. We have one 
of the best Inspections 
Team in Portugal.”
José Garcia, CEO.



It is more than 6 months since we went live (We went live from January 1st 2014. We completely 
stopped our Old System on Dec 31st) and have already done around 8.000 Inspections with 
Gas-Inspector. 

I have no Administrative Staff now. The Administrative Staff I had are very happy in now in our 
Customer Service and Sales Team. 

No work Backlog whatsoever. Reports are delivered instantly after 
inspections and Certificates are delivered on same day. In spite of 
the fact that we do more inspections than in the past.

Inspectors have iPads with them. Inspections are 
totally paperless. Inspectors’ don’t carry any Paper.

Report Delivered Instantly to Client via Email after 
Inspection or printed at Inspection Site.

Technical Director Logs into GAS-INSPECTOR  from 
office reviews the pending reports and approves them. 

Certificates Generated and dispatched by email.

We are totally Paperless –Entire office is Paperless.

Gas Distributors don’t receive any Certificates from us. 
They have a login to log to our Gas-Inspector Portal where 
they can see all Inspections Certificates issued by Us and 
related to them. They also have access to all the detailed 
Inspection Reports - We are the first in Portugal to give 
this facility to our Distributors.

Now to scale up we only need to hire Inspectors, I can double or triple my number of Inspectors without any 
further changes to my company.

My Clients are Happy. My team is Happy. Our Revenues have increased. Our Profitability has increased.

I now have the possibility, with the same software solution to develop new inspections business, using the 
same approach and having all the Inspections data in one unique database.   

And most importantly...

“I strongly recommend GAS-INSPECTOR for any 
company in the Gas-Inspection Business”

GAS
 INSPECTOR

 powered by shloklabs

“ I am absolutely happy with GAS-INSPECTOR 
solution from Shloklabs with Apple's iPads Mini 
and Zetes Zebra Mobile Printers !”

TODAY


